The mass spectra of several pyrazaboles of type 1 where R and'or R' = C2H5 have been studied. The loss of boron-bonded hydrocarbon moieties under electron impact is the predominant feature of all spectra. Some ultraviolet and nuclear magnetic resonance data on compounds of type 1 have been collected; bulky substituents were observed to lead to conformational isomers that can be detected by 13 C NMR spectroscopy.
Introduction
The name "pyrazaboles" is commonly used for the dimeric (l-pyrazolyl)boranes of type 1. A wide variety of these chemically extremely stable compounds has been prepared [2] but relatively few studies on the spectroscopic properties of such species are known. In an extension of previous mass spectroscopic studies [3] on some pyrazaboles of type 1 where R = R' = H, the mass spectra of a series of compounds with R and/or R' = C2H5 have been recorded and some nuclear magnetic resonance and ultraviolet data have been collected.
Compound

Mass Spectra
The following compounds of type 1 were studied for the present purpose: The molecular weight values listed above are those for the monoisotopic species using boron-10, carbon-12, nitrogen-14, oxygen-16, chlorine-35, and bromine-79, respectively; the above numbering of compounds will be used throughout the ensuing discussion.
The mass spectral fragmentation of la is illus-trated in Fig. 1 ; ions of a relative abundance greater than 5% of the base peak are tabulated in the experimental section.
The most striking feature of this mass spectrum as compared to those of other pyrazaboles reported ealier [3] (where R = R'= H) is the lack of a molecular ion at M/z 270. Rather, the base peak in the spectrum of la is observed at M/z 243, corresponding to the extremely ready loss of C2H4 from the molecular ion.
In order to obtain reasonable information on the fragmentation process and to identify individual peaks, a metastable search was conducted [4] . The resultant data indicate that in the mass spectral fragmentation of la the major process is the loss of boron-attached hydrocarbon moieties. This fragmentation is accompanied by two minor processes, i.e., a neutral loss of 15 or 16 mass units from the M/z 253 or M/z 170 region as well as a neutral loss of 22 to 23 mass units from the M/z 183 region. The mother ion M/z 253 in the first metastable transition is not observed in the mass spectrum, while in the second metastable transition the daughter ion M/z 161 is not observed. Hence, neither of these two processes seems to play a significant part in the electron-impact induced decomposition of the pyrazabole la.
An evaluation of both the observed spectrum and the metastable data suggests that the B2N4 heterocyclic system of the pyrazabole is maintained during the fragmentation. Only after all boronbonded hydrocarbon moieties are lost does the B2N4 system undergo symmetrical cleavage to yield a species containing the BN2C3 skeleton of a (l-pyrazolyl)borane (centered at M/z 79).
In analogy to the previously studied pyrazaboles [3] rearrangement to an ion containing a B2N3 ring system (M/z centered at 215) is also observed; however, this process is very minor although the respective peaks increase in intensity in the lowvoltage spectra.
Ions appearing in the mass spectrum of 1 b with a relative abundance greater than 5% of the base peak are tabulated in the Experimental Section. Again, no molecular ion is observed in the spectrum and the series of peaks centered at M/z 312 can be viewed as the molecular ion minus 27 mass units, i. e., the loss of a boron-bonded hydrocarbon moiety. The isotopic pattern expected for two chlorine atoms in the molecule fits the observed data, if correction is made for the boron isotope contribution. The spectrum also features the stepwise loss of boron-bonded hydrocarbon moieties and is also essentially similar to that of lc. The increase in fragmentation (see tabulation in the experimental section) in the latter spectrum as compared to that of 1 b suggests a destabilizing effect of the bromine on the pyrazabole ring structure. The spectrum of 1 d is also similar to that of 1 b; this observation is not surprising since Cl and CN are isoelectronic.
The mass spectrum of 1 e is similar to that of 1 a, with the exception that the sequential loss of boronbonded hydrocarbon groups is interrupted by the loss of 30 mass units from the ions centered at M/z 271. Most likely, the initial process is the loss of a CH2O moiety. Subsequent loss of additional boron-attached hydrocarbon occurs prior to the breakdown of the B2N4 ring system.
The parent ion is also absent in the spectrum of If. However, ions corresponding to the loss of 3 and 4 hydrogen atoms from the parent are present although in relatively low intensity. The stepwise loss of hydrocarbon from M/z 354 is apparent; however, after the loss of two hydrocarbon fragments, a loss of 52 mass units is observed. Thus it appears that the carboxylic acid group becomes the dominant force in the fragmentation process, which does not follow the normal pattern of the other pyrazaboles under investigation here.
The mass spectrum of 1 g is essentially similar to that of 1 a but does not contain the ion expected in the M/z 271 region (molecular ion minus two boronbonded hydrocarbon groups). It appears that steric factors begin to override the electronic factors and the B2N4 ring structure suffers considerable breakdown in conjunction with the loss of the boronbonded hydrocarbon fragments.
The mass spectrum of li exhibits the molecular ion in relatively low intensity; the observation of the base peak at m M/z 243 suggests that one of the hydrocarbon moieties attached to boron is readily split off. This interpretation is supported by the observation of an ion corresponding to the loss of both hydrocarbon moieties as evidenced by a peak centered at M/z 214.
Summarizing the mass spectral data it is apparent that boron substitution of a pyrazabole (1, where R = R' = C2H5) considerably influences the mass spectral fragmentation as compared to compounds of type 1 where R = R' = H. In the latter case, the mass spectra were characterized by an intense molecular ion and the observation of various rearrangement ions [3] , whereas the data on the former type suggest that the loss of boron-bonded hydrocarbon moieties is the predominant feature of the spectra. Not surprisingly, the spectrum of li is intermediate between the two series. Electronic effects of the substituents at the pyrazole carbon sites appear to be quite minor (with the possible exception of lh), and the presence of diethylboryl units in the compounds seems to enhance the stability of the B2N4 ring toward electron-impact.
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectra
The n B chemical shift data reported for pyrazaboles [5] show a clear dependency of the boron substituent with <3 U B near -10 ppm for species of type 1 with R = R' = H and <5 n B in the -5 to + 2 ppm range for compounds of type 1 with R = R' = C2H5. In consonance with these data, the spectrum of the unsymmetrical compound li (recorded in CHCI3 solution) shows the expected two resonance signals with <5 U B = -13.2 and -f 2.4 ppm, respectively.
Very few 13 C NMR data on organoboranes are known and it is yet difficult to establish general trends [6] , although some correlations of chemical shift data have been discussed [7, 8] . Carbon-13 NMR data for selected pyrazaboles are compiled in Table I, From these data it is apparent that changing R = R' in 1 from H to C2H5 (1 a and 1 j) has virtually no effect on the chemical shift values of C 1 and C 2 as compared to the corresponding values for pyrazole. Substitution of C 1 by methyl groups provokes a downfield shift of (3(C X ) of about 10 ppm (lg, lh and li). Surprisingly, two resonance signals 13 C resonance signals each are observed for both C 1 and C 3 in the spectra of 1 g and 1 i whereas only one each is observed in the spectrum of lh. Since the major structural differences for lg and lh versus li are the boron substituents, the observed splitting of the resonance signals is likely to be due to steric factors resulting in conformational isomers. It is worth noting that similar observations have been made for the 13 C NMR spectra of bis(methylamino)-phenylborane and N-trimethyl-B-triphenylborazine [9] . The chemical shift values of the carbon atoms of the ethyl groups bonded to boron do not appear to exhibit a characteristic trend.
Ultraviolet Spectra
Ultraviolet spectra on some of the pyrazaboles selected for the present study are listed in Table II where lk: X = R = R' = H;Y = Br. The data indicate that alkylation of the pyrazabole framework at either the boron or the carbon sites results in an increase in the molar extinction coefficients by an order of magnitude. Additional alkylation does not exhibit a pronounced effect.
Conclusions
Pyrazaboles of type 1 where R and/or R' = C2H5 exhibit only one major fragmentation process under electron impact, i.e., the loss of boron-bonded hydrocarbon moieties. This is in contrast to the mass spectra of such pyrazaboles of type 1 with R = R' = H, where three major fragmentation patterns have been observed [3] . Hence, substitution of the boron atoms of pyrazaboles with ethyl groups seems to enhance the stability of the B2N4 ring system toward electron impact. Also, substitution of boron or carbon with alkyl groups increases the molar extinction coefficients of pyrazaboles by an order of magnitude. Carbon-13 NMR data demonstrate the existence of conformational isomers when substituents at the pyrazabole framework are sufficiently bulky to cause steric interaction.
Experimental Section
All compounds used in this study were prepared using previously published procedures [2] . Mass spectral data were obtained with a double-focusing Hitachi-Perkin-Elmer RMU-7 instrument at an electron beam energy of 70 eV. Metastable transitions were studied using the electric sector voltage variation method [12, 13] . Ultraviolet spectra were obtained on solutions of the compounds in hexane on a Cary Model 15 spectrophotometer. Boron-11 NMR spectra were obtained on a Varian HA-100 instrument using B(0CH3)3 as external standard; chemical shifts were then recalculated for (C2H5)20 • BF3 as standard. Carbon-13 NMR spectra were obtained on a Varian Model CFT-20 spectrometer using CDCI3 solutions and TMS as internal standard. All chemical shift data are given in ppm with positive values indicating downfield from the reference.
The following polyisotopic mass spectra were obtained (only the ions with a relative abundance greater than 5% of the base peak are listed; M/z values, relative abundance in parentheses): la: 244 (14. 
